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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall improve some results from [5] on differential games 
of survival. Mainly, we show, under weaker assumptions than in [5], that 
the upper value and the value exist, and that the Isaacs equation is satisfied 
almost everywhere. Our method is based upon considering a game of survival 
as a limiting case of games of fixed duration, and then applying recent results 
for games of fixed duration. This method was employed in [7j for deriving 
comparison theorems. 
In Section 1 we prove the existence of upper and lower values, and (when 
the upper and lower Hamiltonians are equal) the existence of value. In 
Section 2 we prove that the upper value I’+(t, X) satisfies the Isaacs equation 
almost everywhere. 
Similar results (for a different notion of upper value) have been recently 
obtained by Elliott and Kalton [3, 41 by a different method, based upon 
extending the principle of dynamic programming to general stopping times. 
Our proofs are much simpler. 
1. EXISTENCE OF UPPER VALUE AND OF VALUE 
Consider a system of m differential equations 
an initial condition 
and a payoff 
dxldt = f(t, x, y, 4 
x(&J = x0, 
(1.1) 
(1.4 
P(Y, 4 = g(C 4)) + j-1 W, x, Y, 4 dt. 
(1.3) 
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Here Y and Z are compact subsets of some euclidean spaces Rf' and @, 
respectively. The player y (z) chooses control functions y(t) (z(t)), i.e., 
measurable functions with values in Y(Z). The capture time i, is the first 
value oft for which (t, x(t)) intersects a given closed ser F (in the (t, .x)-space); 
F is called the target set, and it is assumed that F 3 [T’, CXI) >: Rm for some 
T’ > t, . The basic assumptions are: 
(A,) f(t, x,y, a) is continuous in [ts , T] x R7” x Y x Z, for some 
T > T’. 
(AJ There exists a nonnegative function k(t) with jt: k(t) dt < 00, 
such that 
x .f(4 x,y, z) < &)(I x i2 + I). 
(As) For any R > 0 there exists a nonnegative function ka(t) with 
jtt ha(t) dt < 03, such that 
I f(t, 4 y, 4 - f(t, 2, y, 4 < k&) I x - f I 
if t, < t < T, y E Y, a E 2, and 1 x 1 < R, j x i < R. 
(AJ g(t, X) and h(t, x, y, z) are continuous in [to, T] x R” x Y x Z. 
We shall need the following assumptions on F: 
(F) F is a closed domain with C2 boundary aF, and for all (t, X) E aF 
where Y = (I+, ..., Y,,,) is the normal to 2F at (t, x), pointing into the 
exterior of F. 
(F) The condition (F) holds and 
For p E Rm, introduce the upper and lower Hamiltonian functions 
ff+(t, x, p) = y$! $$f(‘P x, y> z) *P + h(4 x9 y, z)>v 
H-(t, x, p) = yEy m$f(t, x, y, 2) . P i- h(4 err y1+ 
If H-‘- = H- then we denote this function by H, and call it the Hamiltonian 
function. 
THEOREM 1. Let (A&o-(,) and (E) hold, and let H !. = H-. Then the game 
associated with (1 . l)-( 1.3) has value. 
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Proof. Consider first the case g = 0. If (t, X) EF, denote by p(t, X) the 
distance from (t, X) to 8F, and set 
Let 
F,, = ((6 -4 EF; pk4 -=z ~3 (P > 0). 
4(Y) = 1 - Y if O<r<l, 4(r) = 0 if r>l, 
and define 
w, *, y, 2) = 1 
4 x, y*z> if (t, 4 4F, 
h(t, x, y, 2) 4(p(t, X)/P) if (C 4 EF. 
Then h, is continuous and it vanishes for (t, X) in F - F, . 
Consider the payoff 
and denote by V*(p), I’&) the upper and lower &values of the game (of 
fixed duration) associated with (l.l), (I .2), and P,, . Similarly define V+(p), 
V-b). As in the proof of Lemma -1 in [7], - - 




0 < V6 - va < V”(p) - V&L) + 26 + 2cp. 
From Theorem 2.2.1 in [5], 
I VP) - V’WI < 1(& PL), i v&J - Wcl)l d ?(4 P) 
where ~(8, II) 4 0 if 6 + 0 (and p is fixed). Hence, 
0 < V6 - v* < V’(p) - V-(p) + 26 -k 2CP + 2+, p). 
U-5) 
U-6) 
Observing that the upper and lower Hamiltonians corresponding to f, h, 
are equal, we conclude (by [I, 63) that V+(p) = V-(p). 
Now, given any c > 0, choose TV = l /2C and 8* = 8*(c) such that 
6 + ~(6, p) < c if 6 < 6*. It follows that 
0 < V6 - v* < 3c if 8 < 6*. (1.7) 
This implies (cf. [5, p. 901) that the upper value V+ = lim,, V6 and the 
lower value V- =: lim,,, V6 exist and are equal. 
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So far we have assumed that g .Y 0. Consider next the case where g + 0, 
g E Cr. Without loss of generality we may assume that g(t,, , x,,) = 0. Then 
g(i, x(i)) = 1’ gg(t, x(t)) dt 
-t, dt 
= .r f: Mt, x(t)) + Vz& x(t)) -f(‘,4th r(t), WIdt. 
Consequently the payoff (1.3) is equal to the payoff 
J’(Y, 2) = (&. *, Y, 4 dt (1.8) 
where 
46 x, y, 4 = 44 x, y, 2) + gdt, x) + V&(4 4 .f(t, x, Y, 4. (1.9) 
Now the value exists by the special case g 5 0 considered above. 
Suppose, finally, that g(t, x) is any continuous function, and approximate 
it in compact subsets by a sequence of Cl functions gj(t, x). Denote by 
Vj8, Vj’ the upper a-value and the upper value of the game associated with 
gj . Similarly define Vsj , Vj-. By a standard argument, 
1 Vjj8 - V6 i + 0 if j --+ 00, uniformly with respect to 8. 
Also, i Vj8 - Vj+ -+ 0 if 6 -+ 0 (for each j). Hence, for any E > 0 there 
is a js such that 
where ~(6) -+ 0 if 8 -+ 0. Similarly 
where j,, , ~(6) can be taken to be the same as before. Since Vz = V,; , 
V* - Vs < 3a if 6 is sufficiently small. This implies the existence of value. 
For generalized pursuit+vasion games we have the following. 
THEOREM 1’. Let the conditions (A&o,) and (F) hold, let H+ = H-, and 
let h > 0, g = 0. Then the game ussociuted with (1.1~( 1.3) has wake. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. 
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Suppose now that (F) holds, then for any (t, X) E W there is a value 
z = z*(t, x) E 2 such that 
y. .-- Fl yj jj(t, x, y, z*(t, x)) < 0 for all y E Y. 
Similary, if (6) holds, then for any (t, x) E iiF there is a value 
y == y*(t, x) E Y such that 
for all .a 6 2. (1.10) 
THEOREM 2. Let (Ar)-(AJ and (I?) hold. Then the game associated with 
(1.1)-(1.3) has upper value V+ and lower value V-. 
Proof. The proof of (1.4) is unchanged. Due to (1 .lO), we can now also 
establish the inequality 
Hence 
Using the second inequality in (1.6), we get 
I V6 - JJwl % 6 + G -t- 7@, P). (1.11) 
Choosing p = l /2C we conclude that for any E > 0 there is a 6* = 8*(e) 
such that 
I v, - v** I < 3r if 6 < 6*, 6’ < a*. 
Hence V- = hm,, V,, exists. The existence of V+ is proved in the same way. 
For generalized pursuit-vasion games we have the following. 
THEOREM 2’. Let (AI)- and (F) hold, and let h >, 0, g = 0. Then 
the game associated with (1.1)-(1.3) has upper value V- and lower value V-. 
Remark 1. Theorems 1 and 1’ were proved in [5], by a different method, 
in the special case where 
f(4 x, y, z) = I’(4 x> Y) + f2(t, x, z), 
h(t, x, y, 2) -= h’(t, xv Y) + h2(t, x, 4. 
(1.12) 
Remark 2. Define a strategy OL for y as a mapping from the set of all 
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control functions of z to the set of all control functions of y, such that if, 
for some s E (to, T), z(t) = s(t) for t, < t < s then (a)(t) = (I) for 
all t, < 1 < s. Similarly define a strategy /3 for z. This definition is generally 
different from the one adopted in [5]. Set 
c’+ = sup inf P(az, z), a z 
L- = i!f s;p P(y, fly), 
where (L and /3 vary over the sets of all strategies for the players y and z 
respectively, and inf, , supV are taken over all control functions z(t), y(t). 
As proved in [2], if (A,)-(A,) hold then (for games of fixed duration) U+ = V+ 
and U- = V-. We now note that an analog of Theorem 2 holds (with 
similar proof) with VI replaced by 6 ‘*. Here, instead of P’s we work with 
where ,!Ij is a strategy for z on the interval (t’- ) r , tj]. Wheng = 0 we conclude 
(cf. (1.11)) that CT- = lim,,, U-(p). Since also V- = lim,, V-h) and 
15-b) = V-&), th e relation U- = V- follows. This relation can be extended 
to general g(t, x) by the argument used in Theorem 1. We can thus state 
the following. 
THEOREM 3. Under the assumptions of either Theorem 2 or Theorem 2’, 
U+ = V+, U- = V-. Similarly, una’er the assumptions of Theorem 1 OY I’, 
u+ = IJ- 1 I/+ = v-. 
2. THE ISAACS EQUATION 
Set Q = [t,, , T] x I? - F. 
Denote by V+(tO , x,,) the upper value of the game associated with (1. I)- 
(1.3). We shall now study the function V+(t, x). We need the assumption: 
(A,) f (t, X, y, z), h(t, X, y, z) and g(t, x) are uniformly Lipschitz 
continuous in (t, X) in compact subsets. 
THEOREM 4. Let (A&o-(,) and (F) hoM. Then V+(t, x) is uniformly 
Lipschitz contimuws in compact subsets of Q, and it satisjks almost everywhere 
in Sa the Isaacs equation 
(av’pt) + H+(t, x, V,V’) = 0. 
Finally, V+ is continuous in 0 and V+ = g on aF. 
(2.1) 
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Proof. For any compact subset KC Q there is a constant C such that 
) V”(t, x) - vyi, %)I < c(: t - i ! + 1 x - x I) (2.2) 
for all (t, x) E K, (i, 3) E K and for all 6. This is precisely the assertion 
(5.4.12) in [5], and the proof in [5] re q uires only the conditions (A,)-(A,) and 
(F) of the present paper. [The condition (1.12) is not required in this proof.] 
Taking 6 --t 0 in (2.2), we conclude that l’+(t, X) is uniformly Lipschitz 
continuous in compact subsets of Q. By a theorem of Rademacher [5, p. 1221, 
I/+ is differentiable almost everywhere. 
Set 
W(t, cc) = V”(t, x) (6 = (T - 2)/n). 
Then from (2.2) and the proof of Theorem 3.6.3 in [5, p. 991 we deduce 
that, as n - 00, 
W(t, x) -+ If’@, ix) (2.3) 
uniformly with respect to (t, X) in compact subsets of Q. 
Using the differentiability of V+ and (2.3), we can now proceed to establish 
(2.1) by the same proof as that of Theorem 4.2.1 (cf. also Theorems 4.2.7 
and 5.5.1) of [S]. Finally, the assertion 
v+(t, 4 - g(s, Y) if (t, X) 4 (s, y) E ZJF 
is easily verified, using the condition (F) (cf. [5, p. 204, Problem 31). 
For generalized pursuit-evasion games, Theorem 4 remains true also 
when (F) is replaced by (F). 
3. ADDITIOKAL RFXJLTS 
Remark 1. In [7] we proved a comparison theorem for games of survival 
with g = 0. The case of general g follows by first considering the case g E Cl, 
replacing (1.3) by (1.8). Th e case of continuous g then follows by approxi- 
mation. In [7] we assume that (1.12) holds. However, in general, when 
Hf # H-, the same proof gives a comparison theorem for I/+, I/-. Thus, if 
U, + H+(t, x, V,U) < 0 in 52, 
U > g on aF, 
then V+(t,, x0) < u(ts, x0). Here it is assumed that (A&o-(,) hold, that 
(I?) holds, that U is in CI, and that V,U is piecewise continuously differen- 
tiable. Similar comparison theorems for U+ have recently been proved 
by Elliott and Kalton [3] by a different method. They do not assume the 
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condition (6) and the existence of first derivatives of V,Li. Another proof, 
similar to theirs (for comparing Ii& .a 1J6 with U), can also be constructed 
by suitably modifying the proof of Theorem 4.3.4 in [5]. 
Remark 2. Consider a differential game in restricted phase set X. 
Suppose all the assumptions made in the various existence theorems of 
[5, Chap. 61 are satisfied, except for (1.12) which is dropped out. Assume 
also that the first relation in (1.12) holds near 2-Y. Then we can still prove 
[by the methods of that chapter] that I;. and C’- exist and that they satisfy 
the Isaacs equation. If 11~ =.- II- then we can prove that I/+ = I/-, by 
approximating the game by a sequence of games of fixed duration (as in [7]) 
for which the value exists. 
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